TranSend Maintenance Job and Cost Control

Make proactive decisions to reduce cost and improve compliance

Timely maintenance of vehicles is vital to ensure road safety and compliance. While choosing the right vehicles for your fleet and knowing when to replace them can reduce total life cost and drive profitability.

Proactive decisions to reduce running costs
Our cloud software simplifies maintenance processes and provides better data insight to help you:

- Maximise vehicle availability
- Improve road safety and compliance
- Remove paper processes to save time
- Choose the right fleet
- Control cost effectively.

A single view of fleet life costs
TranSend automatically gathers key data such as maintenance, fuel, insurance and other standing costs. You can quickly view accumulated vehicle cost data to identify saving and improve future planning.

Key features
- User-defined job template automatically assigns job tasks, parts needed and calculates estimated labour time
- Review planned vs actual maintenance job completion timescale
- Automatic notification of work approval, vehicle defects, outstanding jobs, MOT and warranty expiry dates
- Simple view of full job details and maintenance history: workshop assigned, job type, repair class and cause, job status, booked in dates, start and completion dates
- Manage third party parts and maintenance suppliers effectively
- Calculate total life cost per asset. Based on data such as odometer readings, fuel type including electric, fuel quantity and cost, vehicle depreciation, lease, road fund licence fee, insurance, breakdown and vehicle standing costs.

Why choose TranSend Maintenance Job and Cost Control?

- Quick access to full maintenance history to identify warranty claims
- Improve road safety and fleet asset availability, removing the need for spare vehicles to save cost
- Minimise risk of lost paperwork and supports compliance
- Select the most cost-effective vehicles for your fleet based on accurate maintenance data
- Simplify third party maintenance management
- Remove manual paper processes
- Automate tasks to reduce administration.